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The Rise of Rome - Kathryn Lomas 2018-02-26
By the third century BC, the once-modest
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settlement of Rome had conquered most of Italy
and was poised to build an empire throughout
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the Mediterranean basin. What transformed a
humble city into the preeminent power of the
region? In The Rise of Rome, the historian and
archaeologist Kathryn Lomas reconstructs the
diplomatic ploys, political stratagems, and
cultural exchanges whereby Rome established
itself as a dominant player in a region already
brimming with competitors. The Latin world, she
argues, was not so much subjugated by Rome as
unified by it. This new type of society that
emerged from Rome’s conquest and unification
of Italy would serve as a political model for
centuries to come. Archaic Italy was home to a
vast range of ethnic communities, each with its
own language and customs. Some such as the
Etruscans, and later the Samnites, were major
rivals of Rome. From the late Iron Age onward,
these groups interacted in increasingly dynamic
ways within Italy and beyond, expanding trade
and influencing religion, dress, architecture,
weaponry, and government throughout the
region. Rome manipulated preexisting social and
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political structures in the conquered territories
with great care, extending strategic invitations
to citizenship and thereby allowing a degree of
local independence while also fostering a sense
of imperial belonging. In the story of Rome’s
rise, Lomas identifies nascent political
structures that unified the empire’s diverse
populations, and finds the beginnings of Italian
peoplehood.
The Laws of the Roman People - Callie
Williamson 2010-02-24
For hundreds of years, the Roman people
produced laws in popular assemblies attended
by tens of thousands of voters to publicly forge
resolutions to issues that might otherwise have
been unmanageable. Callie Williamson's
book,The Law of the Roman People, finds that
the key to Rome's survival and growth during
the most formative period of empire, roughly
350 to 44 B.C.E., lies in its hitherto enigmatic
public lawmaking assemblies which helped
extend Roman influence and control. Williamson
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bases her rigorous and innovative work on the
entire body of surviving laws preserved in
ancient reports of proposed and enacted
legislation from these public assemblies.
Cities, Peasants and Food in Classical Antiquity Peter Garnsey 2004-02-12
Sixteen essays in the social and economic history
of the ancient world, by a leading historian of
classical antiquity, are here brought
conveniently together. Three overlapping parts
deal with the urban economy and society,
peasants and the rural economy, and food-supply
and food-crisis. While focusing on eleven
centuries of antiquity from archaic Greece to
late imperial Rome, the essays include
theoretical and comparative analyses of foodcrisis and pastoralism, and an interdisciplinary
study of the health status of the people of Rome
using physical anthropology and nutritional
science. A variety of subjects are treated, from
the misconduct of a builders' association in late
antique Sardis, to a survey of the cultural
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associations and physiological effects of the
broad bean.
Samnium and the Samnites - E. T. Salmon
1967-09-02
Study of the life and culture of Samnium
civilization in Roman Italy till its conquest by
Rome.
Roman Italy - Timothy W. Potter 1990
A survey of Italy during the time of ancient
Rome that brings together evidence from
literary sources, inscriptions, and findings from
archaeological excavations.
Conflict in Ancient Greece and Rome: The
Definitive Political, Social, and Military
Encyclopedia [3 volumes] - Sara E. Phang
2016-06-27
The complex role warfare played in ancient
Greek and Roman civilizations is examined
through coverage of key wars and battles;
important leaders, armies, organizations, and
weapons; and other noteworthy aspects of
conflict. • Provides an up-to-date and
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comprehensive treatment of conflict in the
ancient Greek and Roman worlds that relates
warfare to society, politics, economy, and
culture • Examines major wars and other key
conflicts; important generals and leaders; and
Greek and Roman political, military, social, and
cultural institutions • Presents ancillary
information, including maps and illustrations; a
topically arranged bibliography; sourcebooks of
primary sources in translation; and lists of the
most interesting "sound bites" attributed to
Greek and Roman leaders in ancient times
The Romans - Karl Christ 1984
Archaeology on the Apulian – Lucanian Border Alastair Small 2022-05-26
The broad valley of the Bradano river and its
tributary, the Basentello, separates the Apennine
mountains in Lucania from the limestone plateau
of the Murge in Apulia in southeast Italy. This
book aims to explain how the pattern of
settlement and land use changed in the valley
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over the whole period from the Neolithic to the
late medieval.
The Library, Books 16-20 - Diodorus Siculus
2019-07-04
Starting with the most meagre resources, Philip
made his kingdom the greatest power in Europe
The Greek historian Diodorus of Sicily is one of
our most valuable sources from ancient times.
His history, in forty volumes, was intended to
range from mythological times to 60 BCE, and
fifteen of The Library's forty books survive. This
new translation by Robin Waterfield of books
16-20 covers a vital period in European history.
Book 16 is devoted to Philip, and without it the
career of this great king would be far more
obscure to us. Book 17 is the earliest surviving
account by over a hundred years of the worldchanging eastern conquests of Alexander the
Great, Philip's son. Books 18-20 constitute
virtually our sole source of information on the
twenty turbulent years following Alexander's
death and on the violent path followed by
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Agathocles of Syracuse. There are fascinating
snippets of history from elsewhere too - from
Republican Rome, the Cimmerian Bosporus, and
elsewhere. Despite his obvious importance,
Diodorus is a neglected historian. This is the
first English translation of any of these books in
over fifty years. The introduction places
Diodorus in his context in first-century-BCE
Rome, describes and discusses the kind of
history he was intending to write, and assesses
his strengths and weaknesses as a historian.
With extensive explanatory notes on this
gripping and sensational period of history, the
book serves as a unique resource for historians
and students.
Killing for the Republic - Steele Brand
2019-09-10
A sweeping political and cultural history, Killing
for the Republic closes with a compelling
argument in favor of resurrecting the citizensoldier ideal in modern America.
The "Birth" of Italy - Filippo Carlà-Uhink
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

2017-09-25
Scholarship has widely debated the question
about the existence of an 'Italian identity' in the
time of the Roman Republic, basing on the few
sources available and on the outcomes of the
Augustan and imperial age. In this sense, this
debate has for a long time been conducted
without sufficient imput from social sciences,
and particularly from social geography, which
has developed methodologies and models for the
investigation of identities. This book starts
therefore from the consideration that Italy came
to be, by the end of the Republic, a region within
the Roman imperium, and investigates the ways
this happened and its consequences on the local
populations and their identity structures. It
shows that Italy gained a territorial and symbolic
shape, and own institutions defining it as a
territorial region, and that a regional identity
developed as a consequence by the 2nd century
BCE. The original, interdisciplinary approach to
the matter allows a consistent revision of the
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ancient sources and sheds now light on the
topic, providing important reflections for future
studies on the subject.
Social Networks and Regional Identity in
Bronze Age Italy - Emma Blake 2014-08-11
This innovative book uses social network
analysis to trace the origins of pre-Roman Italian
peoples from their earliest exchange networks.
Italy Before Rome - Katherine McDonald
2021-10-14
This book brings together sources translated
from a wide variety of ancient languages to
showcase the rich history of pre-Roman Italy,
including its cultures, politics, trade, languages,
writing systems, religious rituals, magical
practices, and conflicts. This book allows
readers to access diverse sources relating to the
history and cultures of pre-Roman Italy. It
gathers and translates sources from both Greek
and Latin literature and ancient inscriptions in
multiple languages and gives commentary to
highlight areas of particular interest. The
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thematic organisation of this sourcebook helps
readers to make connections across languages
and communities, and showcases the
interconnectedness of ancient Italy. This book
includes maps, a timeline, and guides to further
reading, making it accessible to students and
other readers who are new to this subject. Italy
Before Rome is aimed at undergraduate and
graduate students, including those who have not
studied the ancient world before. It is also
intended to be useful to researchers
approaching this material for the first time, and
to university and schoolteachers looking for an
overview of early Italian sources.
Latin Consonant Clusters - Laurence D.
Stephens 1976
From Asculum to Actium - Edward Bispham
2007-12-06
After the Social War of 91-87 BC, Rome's once
independent Italian allies became members of a
new Roman territorial state. Edward Bispham
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examines how the transition from independence
to subordination was managed, and charts the
successes and failures of the attempts to create
a new and enduring political community.
Ancient Samnium - Rafael Scopacasa 2015
Thinking Ancient Samnium focuses on the region
of Samnium in Italy, where a rich blend of
historical, literary, epigraphic, numismatic, and
archaeological evidence supports a fresh
perspective on the complexity and dynamism of
a part of the ancient Mediterranean that is
normally regarded as marginal. This volume
presents new ways of looking at ancient Italian
communities that did not leave written accounts
about themselves but played a key role in the
early development of Rome, first as staunch
opponents and later as key allies. It combines
written and archaeological evidence to form a
new understanding of the ancient inhabitants of
Samnium during the last six centuries BC, how
they identified themselves, how they developed
unique forms of social and political organisation,
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

and how they became entangled with Rome's
expanding power and the impact that this had on
their daily lives.
Mediterranean Valley - Graeme Barker
1995-01-01
From the lakeside encampment of Stone Age
scavengers three-quarters of a million years ago
to the problems facing modern-day farmers, A
Mediterranean Valley documents the long-term
settlement history of the Biferno Valley in
central-southern Italy, analysing the symbiotic
relationship of its landscape and its inhabitants.
Integrating the techniques of archaeology,
history and geography, this volume traces the
history of human settlement in the Valley and
shows how it is inextricably linked to the parallel
story of landscape development. Unique in its
geographical and historical time-scale, the
Biferno Valley project is widely cited within the
archaeological community and is considered the
best example to date of the importance of human
settlement in shaping the Mediterranean
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landscape.
Cosa and the Colonial Landscape of Republican
Italy (Third and Second Centuries BCE) - Andrea
De Giorgi 2019-11-25
This important new volume examines
archaeological evidence of Roman colonization
of the Middle Republican period. Themes of land
use, ethnic accommodation and displacement,
colonial identity, and administrative schemes are
also highlighted. In delving deeply into the
uniqueness of select colonial contexts, these
essays invite a novel discussion on the
phenomenon of colonialism in the political
landscape of Rome’s early expansion. Roman
urbanism of the Middle Republican period
brought to the Italian peninsula fundamental
changes, an important example of which,
highlighted by a wealth of studies, is the
ebullience of a dense network of colonies, as
well as a mix of senatorial tactics and individual
initiatives that underpinned their foundation.
Whether Latin, Roman, or Maritimae, colonies
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

created a new mesh of communities and
imposed a new topography; more subtly, they
signified the mechanisms of the rising
hegemony. This book brings to the fore the
diversity, agendas, and overall impact of a
“settlement device” that changed the Italian
landscape and introduced a new idea of Roman
town.
Pompeian Peristyle Gardens - Samuli Simelius
2022-08-01
This book examines how Pompeian peristyle
gardens were utilized to represent the
socioeconomic status of Roman homeowners,
introducing fresh perspectives on how these
spaces were designed, used, and perceived.
Pompeian Peristyle Gardens provides a novel
understanding of how the domus was planned,
utilized, and experienced through a critical
examination of all Pompeian peristyles – not just
by selecting a few well-known examples. This
study critiques common scholarly assumptions of
ancient domestic space, such as the top-down
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movement of ideas and the relationship between
wealth and socio-political power, though these
possibilities are not excluded. In addition, this
book provides a welcome contribution to
exploring the largely unexamined middle class,
an integral part of ancient Roman society.
Pompeian Peristyle Gardens is of interest to
students and scholars in art history, classics,
archaeology, social history, and other related
fields.
The Oxford History of the Roman World John Boardman 2001-09-27
In less than fifty-three years, Rome subjected
most of the known world to its rule. This
authoritative and compelling work tells the story
of the rise of Rome from its origins as a cluster
of villages to the foundation of the Roman
Empire by Augustus, to its consolidation in the
first two centuries CE. It also discusses aspects
of the later Empire and its influence on Western
civilization, not least of which was the adoption
of Christianity. Packed with fascinating detail
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

and written by acknowledged experts in Roman
history, the book expertly interweaves chapters
on social and political history, the Emperors, art
and architecture, and the works of leading
Roman poets, historians, and philosophers.
Reinforcing the book's historical framework are
maps, diagrams, a useful chronology, and a full
bibliography. Taken as a whole, this rich work
offers an indispensable resource on the history
of one of the world's greatest empires.
Lykophron's Alexandra, Rome, and the
Hellenistic World - Simon Hornblower
2018-06-07
This volume takes as its subject one of the most
important Greek poems of the Hellenistic period:
the Alexandra attributed to Lykophron, probably
written in about 190 BC. At 1474 lines and with
a riddling narrative and a preponderance of
unusual vocabulary it is a notoriously
challenging prospect for scholars, but it also
sheds crucial light on Greek religion (in
particular the role of women) and on foundation
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myths and myths of colonial identity. Most of the
poem purports to be a prophecy by the Trojan
princess, Kassandra, who foretells the conflicts
between Europe and Asia from the Trojan Wars
to the establishment of Roman ascendancy over
the Greek world in the poet's own time. The
central section narrates in the future tense the
dispersal of returning Greek heroes throughout
the Mediterranean zone, and their founding of
new cities. This section culminates in the Italian
wanderings and foundational activity of the
Trojan refugee Aineias, Kassandra's own
kinsman. Following Simon Hornblower's detailed
full-length commentary on the Alexandra (OUP
2015; paperback 2017), this monograph asserts
the poem's importance as not only a strongly
political work, but also as a historical document
of interest to cultural and religious historians
and students of myths of identity. Divided into
two Parts, the first explores Lykophron's
geopolitical world, paying special attention to
south Italy (perhaps the bilingual poet's own
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

area of origin), Sicily, and Rhodes; it suggests
that the recent hostile presence of Hannibal in
south Italy surfaces as a frequent yet indirectly
expressed concern of the poem. The thematic
second Part investigates the Alexandra's relation
to the Sibylline Oracles and to other apocalyptic
literature of the period, and argues for its
cultural and religious topicality. The Conclusion
puts the case for the 190s BC as a turning-point
in Roman history and contends that Lykophron
demonstrates a veiled awareness of this,
especially of certain peculiar features of Roman
colonizing policy in that decade.
samnium and the samnites Etruscan and Early Roman Architecture Axel Boëthius 1978-01-01
Axel Boethius's account begins about 1400 B.C.
with the primitive villages of the Italic tribes.
The scene was transformed by the arrival of the
Greeks and by the Etruscans who by about 600
had Rome and Central Italy under their cultural
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spell.
Rome's Third Samnite War, 298–290 BC - Mike
Roberts 2020-03-30
A compelling account of alliances, animosities,
and ancient warfare in central Italy. The Third
Samnite War was a crucial episode in the early
history of Rome. Upon its outcome rested
mastery of central Italy, and the independent
survival of both Rome and the Samnites.
Determined to resist aggressive Roman
expansion, the Samnites forged a powerful
alliance with the Senones (a tribe of Italian
Gauls), Etruscans, and Umbrians. The result was
eight years of hard campaigning, brutal sieges,
and bitter battles that stretched Rome to the
limit. The desperate nature of the struggle is
illustrated by the ritual self-sacrifice (devotio) by
the Roman consul Publius Decimus Mus at the
Battle of Sentinum (295 BC), which restored the
resolve of the wavering Roman troops, and by
the Samnite Linen Legion at the Battle of
Aquilonia (393 BC), each man of which was
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

bound by a sacred oath to conquer or die on the
battlefield. Mike Roberts, who has travelled the
Italian landscape upon which these events
played out, mines the sources—which are more
reliable, he argues, than for Rome’s previous
wars—to produce a compelling narrative of this
momentous conflict.
The Peoples of Ancient Italy - Gary D. Farney
2017-11-20
Although there are many studies of certain
individual ancient Italic groups (e.g. the
Etruscans, Gauls and Latins), there is no work
that takes a comprehensive view of each of
them—the famous and the less well-known—that
existed in Iron Age and Roman Italy. Moreover,
many previous studies have focused only on the
material evidence for these groups or on what
the literary sources have to say about them. This
handbook is conceived of as a resource for
archaeologists, historians, philologists and other
scholars interested in finding out more about
Italic groups from the earliest period they are
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detectable (early Iron Age, in most instances),
down to the time when they begin to assimilate
into the Roman state (in the late Republican or
early Imperial period). As such, it will endeavor
to include both archaeological and historical
perspectives on each group, with contributions
from the best-known or up-and-coming
archaeologists and historians for these peoples
and topics. The language of the volume is
English, but scholars from around the world
have contributed to it. This volume covers the
ancient peoples of Italy more comprehensively in
individual chapters, and it is also distinct
because it has a thematic section.
A Companion to Roman Italy - Alison E. Cooley
2016-01-05
A Companion to Roman Italy investigates the
impactof Rome in all its forms—political,
cultural, social, andeconomic—upon Italy’s
various regions, as well as theextent to which
unification occurred as Rome became the capital
ofItaly. The collection presents new
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

archaeological data relating to thesites of Roman
Italy Contributions discuss new theories of how
to understandcultural change in the Italian
peninsula Combines detailed case-studies of
particular sites withwider-ranging thematic
chapters Leading contributors not only make
accessible the most recentwork on Roman Italy,
but also offer fresh insight on long
standingdebates
A History of the Roman World 753-146 BC H.H. Scullard 2014-06-03
This definitive study from the author of From the
Gracchi to Nero, examines the period from the
foundation of Rome to the fall of Carthage. An
accessible introduction to these centuries of
change, this book will also be useful as context
for those studying later developments in Roman
history.
Cult Places and Cultural Change in
Republican Italy - Tesse Dieder Stek 2009
Summary: This study throws new light on the
Roman impact on Italic religious structures in
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the last four centuries BC and, more generally,
on the complex processes of change and
accommodation set in motion by the Roman
expansion in Italy. Cult places had a pivotal
function among the various 'Italic' tribes known
to us from the ancient sources, which had been
gradually conquered and subsequently
controlled by Rome. Through an analysis of
archaeological, literary and epigraphic evidence
from rural cult places in Central and Southern
Italy including a case study on the Samnite
temple of San Giovanni in Galdo, the authors
investigate the fluctuating function of cult places
in among the non-Roman Italic communities,
before and after the establishment of Roman
rule.
Rubicon - Tom Holland 2005-03-08
A vivid historical account of the social world of
Rome as it moved from republic to empire. In 49
B.C., the seven hundred fifth year since the
founding of Rome, Julius Caesar crossed a small
border river called the Rubicon and plunged
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

Rome into cataclysmic civil war. Tom Holland’s
enthralling account tells the story of Caesar’s
generation, witness to the twilight of the
Republic and its bloody transformation into an
empire. From Cicero, Spartacus, and Brutus, to
Cleopatra, Virgil, and Augustus, here are some
of the most legendary figures in history brought
thrillingly to life. Combining verve and freshness
with scrupulous scholarship, Rubicon is not only
an engrossing history of this pivotal era but a
uniquely resonant portrait of a great civilization
in all its extremes of self-sacrifice and rivalry,
decadence and catastrophe, intrigue, war, and
world-shaking ambition.
Italy's Economic Revolution - Saskia T. Roselaar
2019-09-19
The Roman conquest of Italy in the Republican
period (from c. 400 to 50 BC) led to widespread
economic changes in which the conquered
Italians played an important role. Italy's
Economic Revolution analyses the integration of
Italy during this period and explores the
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interplay between economic activities and
unification in its civic, legal, social, and cultural
senses. On one hand, it investigates whether
Italy became more integrated economically
following the Roman conquest and traces the
widely varying local reactions to the
globalization of the Italian economy; on the
other, it examines whether and how economic
activities carried out by Italians contributed to
the integration of the Italian peoples into the
Roman framework. Throughout the Republican
period, Italians were able to profit from the
expansion of the Roman dominion in the
Mediterranean and the new economic
opportunities it afforded, which led to gradual
changes in institutions, culture, and language:
through overseas trade and commercial
agriculture they had gained significant wealth,
which they invested in the Italian landscape, and
they were often ahead of Romans when it came
to engagement with Hellenistic culture.
However, their economic prosperity and cultural
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

sophistication did not lead to civic equality, nor
to equal opportunities to exploit the territories
the Italians had conquered under Rome's lead.
Eventually the Italians rose in rebellion against
Rome in the Social War of 91-88 BC, after which
they were finally granted Roman citizenship.
This volume investigates not only whether and
how economic interaction played a role in this
civic integration, but also highlights the
importance of Roman citizenship as an
instrument of further economic, political, social,
and cultural integration between Romans and
Italians.
Storming The Heavens - Antonio Santosuosso
2008-12-15
In the closing years of the second century B.C.,
the ancient world watched as the Roman armies
maintained clear superiority over all they
surveyed. But, social turmoil prevailed at the
heart of her territories, led by an increasing
number of dispossessed farmers, too little
manpower for the army, and an inevitable
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conflict with the allies who had fought side by
side with the Romans to establish Roman
dominion. Storming the Heavens looks at this
dramatic history from a variety of angles. What
changed most radically, Santosuosso argues,
was the behavior of soldiers in the Roman
armies. The troops became the enemies within,
their pillage and slaughter of fellow citizens
indiscriminate, their loyalty not to the Republic
but to their leaders, as long as they were ample
providers of booty. By opening the military ranks
to all, the new army abandoned its role as
depository of the values of the upper classes and
the propertied. Instead, it became an institution
of the poor and drain on the power of the
Empire. Santosuosso also investigates other
topics, such as the monopoly of military power in
the hands of a few, the connection between the
armed forces and the cherished values of the
state, the manipulation of the lower classes so
that they would accept the view of life, control,
and power dictated by the oligarchy, and the
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subjugation and dehumanization of subject
peoples, whether they be Gauls, Britons,
Germans, Africans, or even the Romans
themselves.
The Social War, 91 to 88 BCE - Christopher J.
Dart 2016-02-24
The Social War was a significant uprising
against the Roman state by Rome’s allies in
Italy. The conflict lasted little more than two and
a half years but it is widely recognised as having
been immensely important in the unification of
Roman Italy. Between 91 and 88 BCE a brutal
campaign was waged but the ancient sources
preserve scant information about the war. In
turn, this has given rise to conflicting accounts
of the war in modern scholarship and often
contradictory interpretations. This book provides
a new and comprehensive reassessment of the
events surrounding the Social War, analysing
both the long-term and the immediate context of
the conflict and its causes. Critical to this study
is discussion of the nexus of citizenship, political
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rights and land which dominated much of second
century BCE politics. It provides a new
chronological reconstruction of the conflict itself
and analyses the strategies of both the Romans
and the Italian insurgents. The work also
assesses the repercussions of the Social War,
investigating the legacy of the insurgency during
the civil wars, and considers its role in reshaping
Roman and Italian identity on the peninsula in
the last decades of the Republic.
Ancient Umbria - Guy Bradley 2000-12-21
How should we understand the ways in which
the regions of Italy were affected by Roman
imperialism? This book, which is the first fullscale treatment of ancient Umbria in any
language, takes a balanced view of the region's
history in the first millennium BC, focusing on
local actions and motivations as much as the
effect of outside influences and Roman policies.
Through a careful reading of all the types of
evidence it provides an important challenge to
traditional treatments emphasising the
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

'Romanization' of the region, arguing that this is
a poor explanation for the complexity of local
societies in the late Republican period. Instead it
proposes that other trends, particularly the
organization of states, help to explain the
fascinating plurality of identities that are evident
in the imperial period and allow us to appreciate
the diversity of local societies that emerged in
both mountain and lowland areas of Umbria.
Staat und Staatlichkeit in Der Frühen
Römischen Republik - Carmine Ampolo 1990
Aus dem Inhalt: W. Eder: Der Buerger und sein
Staat / Der Staat und seine Buerger. Eine
Einleitung � Sektion I: Politik und Religion, mit
Beitr�gen von: Jerzy Linderski, Paul M.Martin,
Mario Torelli � Sektion II: Quellen und
Quellenkritik, mit Beitr�gen von: Juergen von
Ungern-Sternberg, RonaldT. Ridley, Gabriella
Poma, Elizabeth Rawson �, Jean-Claude
Richard, Wilhelm Kierdorf � Sektion III:
Interdisziplin�re und vergleichende Methoden,
mit Beitr�gen von: Jochen Martin, Ed-ward Ch.
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L. van der Vliet, J�rgen C. Meyer, Robert W.
Wallace, Sarah C. Humphreys � Sektion IV:
Recht und Verfassung, mit Beitr�gen von: Leo
Peppe, Giuliano Crif�, Dieter Timpe, Hartmut
Galsterer � Sektion V: Magistratur und
Gesellschaft, mit Beitr�gen von: Adalberto
Giovannini, Karl-Joachim H�lkeskamp, Ernst
Badian � Sektion VI: Wirtschaft, Expansion und
innere Entwicklung, mit Beitr�gen von:
Carmine Ampolo, William V. Harris, Kurt
Raaflaub � Literaturverzeichnis,
Quellenverzeichnis, Index geographischer
Begriffe, Index antiker Namen, Index moderner
Autoren.
The Tombs of Pompeii - Virginia L. Campbell
2014-12-05
This book offers a comprehensive overview of
the tombs of Pompeii and its immediate
environs, examining the funerary culture of the
population, delving into the importance of social
class and self-representation, and developing a
broad understanding of Pompeii’s funerary
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

epigraphy and business. The Pompeian corpus of
evidence has heretofore been studied in a
piecemeal fashion, not conducive to assessing
trends and practices. Here, a holistic approach
to the funerary monuments allows for the
integration of data from five different
necropoleis and analysis of greater accuracy and
scope. Author Virginia Campbell demonstrates
that the funerary practices of Pompeii are, in
some ways, unique in to the population, moving
away from the traditional approach to burial
based on generalizations and studies of typology.
She shows that while some trends in Roman
burial culture can be seen as universal, each
population, time, and place constructs its own
approach to commemoration and display.
Including an extensive catalogue of tomb data
and images never before assembled or
published, this collective approach reveals new
insights into ancient commemoration. The
Tombs of Pompeii is the first English-language
book on Pompeian funerary rituals. It’s also the
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first in any language to provide a complete
survey of the tombs of Pompeii and the first to
situate Pompeian differences within a wider
Roman burial context.
A Companion to the Archaeology of the
Roman Republic - Jane DeRose Evans
2013-03-29
A Companion to the Archaeology of the Roman
Republicoffers a diversity of perspectives to
explore how differingapproaches and
methodologies can contribute to a
greaterunderstanding of the formation of the
Roman Republic. Brings together the
experiences and ideas of archaeologistsfrom
around the world, with multiple backgrounds
and areas ofinterest Offers a vibrant exploration
of the ways in whicharchaeological methods can
be used to explore different elements ofthe
Roman Republican period Demonstrates that the
Republic was not formed in a vacuum, butwas
influenced by non-Latin-speaking cultures from
throughout theMediterranean region Enables
samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

archaeological thinking in this area to be
madeaccessible both to a more general audience
and as a valuableaddition to existing discourse
Investigates the archaeology of the Roman
Republican periodwith reference to material
culture, landscape, technology, identityand
empire
Roman Italy, 338 BC - AD 200 - Kathryn
Lomas 2014-06-03
This work gives students of all levels access to a
comprehensive collection of primary sources on
the early history of Italy, from the early
expansion of Roman power to the first
emmergence of Italy as a unified and cultural
political unit. The sources, presented in
translation, cover the Roman conquest of Italy,
the mechanisms used by Rome to govern Italy
and the post-conquest process of Romanization.
These include inscriptions, coins and
archaeological evidence where necessary. Brief
explanatory notes are given and each chapter
has an introduction in which the nature of the
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source material is discussed, together with the
major questions raised by that particular aspect
of the subject.
The Roman Amphitheatre - Katherine E. Welch
2007-09-10
This is the first book to analyze the evolution of
the Roman amphitheatre as an architectural
form. Katherine Welch addresses the critical
period in the history of this building type: its
origins and dissemination under the Republic,
from the third to first centuries BC; its
monumentalization as an architectural form
under Augustus; and its canonization as a
building type with the Colosseum (AD 80). The
study then shifts focus to the reception of the
amphitheatre in the Greek East, a part of the
Empire deeply fractured about the new realities

samnium-and-the-samnites-by-salmon-e-t-2010-paperback

of Roman rule.
The Cambridge Ancient History - A. E. Astin
1970
The Land of Piceno - Phoebe Leed 2021-07-01
Indigenous peoples cancelled by a burgeoning
empire. Devastating earthquakes level ancient
monuments. Marauding invaders loot and pillage
art treasures. And yet, verdant hillsides ripple
with vineyards and olive groves. The dramatic
blue Sibillini Mountains shelter shepherds,
freedom fighters, and necromancers. Lined with
palms and orange trees, the luxurious Adriatic
coast is monitored by medieval towers and
pagan temples. This is the Land of Piceno--Le
Marche, Italy--whose founding symbol, Picus,
sacred woodpecker of Mars, guides us through
the vicissitudes of time.
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